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From the Author’s Website
Late one spring night, Driss Guerraoui, a
Moroccan immigrant in California, is
walking across a darkened intersection
when he is killed by a speeding car. The
repercussions of his death bring together a
diverse cast of characters: Guerraoui’s
daughter Nora, a jazz composer who
returns to the small town in the Mojave
she thought she’d left for good; his widow
Maryam, who still pines after her life in the
old country; Efrain, an undocumented witness whose fear of
deportation prevents him from coming forward; Jeremy, a former
classmate of Nora’s and a veteran of the Iraq war; Coleman, a
detective who is slowly discovering her son’s secrets; Anderson, a
neighbor trying to reconnect with his family; and the murdered
man himself.
Driss’s family confronts its secrets, a town faces its hypocrisies,
and love—messy and unpredictable—is born. Timely, riveting,
and unforgettable, The Other Americans is at once a family saga,
a murder mystery, and a love story informed by the treacherous
fault lines of American culture.

Discussion Topics

1. The Other Americans is at its heart an immigrant story.
How do you interpret the concept of “home” in this novel?
2. How is The Other Americans a novel about storytelling and
the importance of stories, everyone’s stories? And the
importance of telling and listening to stories?
3. Everyone in the novel is an outsider in some way. How?
Discuss each of the characters and their place as outsider or
“other,” whether it is by race, religion, or class.

4. “How strange the work of memory . . . what some people
remembered and others forgot.” (p. 138) Comment on this
quote in relation to the novel as a whole.
5. How is this a general tale of our time and a story specific to
its place, Southern California? Describe the setting. How does
nature (and in particular the Mojave Desert and the Joshua
Tree National Park), play a part in the novel?
6. Why do you think Lalami tells this story using many
different voices and writing in the first person for each voice?
And why does she turn to the second person for Salma’s
chapter? How does this affect your reading? How do you
relate to the various characters?
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7. What does it mean to you to be an American?
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